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For companies who want
to accelerate sustainability
Our offer for organisations & teams

ARE YOU READY TO:
•

Make your organisation future-proof and contribute to a brighter world?

•

Offer your employees more purpose in their day-to-day activities?

•

Include your employees in your sustainable business activities?

In that case, we are a great fit! We guide organisations to grow to a sustainable
organisation, one step at a time. We focus on the DNA of the organisation and the
intrinsic motivation of team members and aim for results.

Our definition of sustainability
We help organisations to become more sustainable and future-proof. When defining
sustainability we like to refer to the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs); 17 interconnected goals that focus on people, planet, prosperity, peace and
partnership. It’s much more than focussing on the climate alone. It’s striving to an

ecological, social and economic future-proof world.

Are you curious to learn who we are and what we can do for you?

SOW

MIRJAM VAN LAARHOVEN
Founder SOW and SeDGe

I love nature, life and people & I want to contribute to a future-

We’re Mirjam van Laarhoven & Jacklien

proof world as we are currently misusing ‘the system’ (socially and

Quirijnen. Sustainability experts who are eager

ecologically) and can do better.

to make this world a little better every day.

By taking my part and focusing on my strengths, I activate and

Together with you! We love to work with

facilitate others to also step in and make impact which gives me so

entrepreneurs, intrapreneurs and professionals

much energy!

who want to do the same.

How do we do it? We focus on what drives
people. When we start with this drive, we

JACKLIEN QUIRIJNEN

make the right connections between people,

Founder SOW and Oaq

ideas and companies in order to make impact
ecologically, socially and economically. We’re
planting the seed and together we’re making it

When traveling the world, I discovered how beautiful but fragile our
blue and green living planet is. That is why I am driven to make the
world more sustainable and to make a positive impact every day.

grow so you will be able to make the impact
yourself!

Companies are key in transforming to a sustainable world. I love to
work with entrepreneurs, teams and professionals and facilitating

them to formulate a concrete strategy and achieve results.

SOW – Seeding Sustainability

INSPIRATION & TEAMBUILDING
• Active & inspiring workshops and knowledge sessions
• By sustainability expert and host Mirjam van Laarhoven from SeDGe

INTRODUCTION COURSE & SURVEY

BUILDING BLOCKS

• Online introduction course about sustainability & internal survey
• Course combined with online kick-off and kick-out sessions

LEADERSHIP FOR PROFESSIONALS COURSE
Our offer is a combination of different

• Online course about sustainable leadership for professionals
• Course combined with three hybrid/offline workshops

building blocks which you can use to your
benefit. You can choose one of the
building blocks or make a combination.
Depending on the challenges you or your

SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY CREATION
• Defining the sustainability strategy of the company or team
• In three workshops: build, concretize & plan the sustainability strategy

organisation is facing, we make a suitable

plan of action.

SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION

Find the high-level overview of the

• Implement the sustainability strategy, make impact, measure and improve
• By sustainability expert Jacklien Quirijnen from Oaq

building blocks on the right.

INSPIRATION AND

TEAMBUILDING

INSPIRATION &
TEAMBUILDING
Realising sustainable change starts with
inspiring and activating people. This takes
time. A relatively easy way to start as a

INSPIRATION WORKSHOPS

INTERACTIVE KEYNOTES

ROADMAP SDG WORKSHOP

company or a team is by doing a
workshop or planning an interactive

Innovation, brainstorming and
collaboration is key

keynote or presentation. Mirjam van
Laarhoven as an experienced facilitator
and sustainability expert is able to
provide your organization and team with

Methods based on design
thinking, systemic thinking
and practical knowledge and
expertise as a trainer and
teacher by education

Subjects:
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainability in general
Sustainability strategy
Ethical leadership
Circular business models
Circular design

Teambuilding and
Sustainability
Learn about the drivers, fears,
dreams and intrinsic
motivation of your colleagues
and partners

the right kick-start.
You can choose from the following
sessions:

For teams, organisations,
networks and events
1-8h (flexible)

For teams, organisations,
networks and events
0,5-2h (flexible)

For teams, organisations,
networks and events
2,5-3h

INTRODUCTION COURSE &
SURVEY

SURVEY AND
INTRODUCTION
COURSE
INTRODUCTION COURSE

SURVEY

sustainability, is the online introduction

Online Introduction course sustainability:

course. It is also a great way to make

•

Learn about the why, how, what and
what if of sustainability

Measuring internal sustainability status:
“What does sustainability entail for your
organisation and team?

•

Learn the basics of sustainable leadership

and it’s a real conversation starter.

•

Activate your team, your colleagues and
yourself

A survey is part of this building block in

•

Debate with and inspire each other

order to track the current status and

•

Including a digital kick-off & kick-out (0,5h)

Another building block you can use to
activate

your

entire

team

for

sure everybody in your team has the
same basic knowledge about the topic

needs linked to sustainability in your
company.
This building block consists of the two
following parts:

For organisations and teams
ca. 3h/p
Time investment including kick-off & kick-out

Questions about strategy, knowledge,
drive, support. Online questionnaire,
results summarized and shared in a
knowledge report.

For organisations and teams
ca. 0,5h/p

LEADERSHIP FOR

PROFESSIONALS COURSE

LEADERSHIP FOR
PROFESSIONALS
COURSE
A

more

in-depth

trajectory

about

LEADERSHIP COURSE

WORKSHOPS

sustainable leadership. Professionals will

learn how to take their role as sustainable

Online course “Sustainable leadership”:

leaders and will build a bottom-up

•

Participants start with finding their
personal purpose & link it to the
company’s purpose

•

The team will start their first sustainable
initiatives

•

Work and learn with a buddy, use
diverse learning methods & tools

•

Flexible timing (8 – 10 weeks)

network of sustainability ambassadors
through the online course “Sustainable
leadership for professionals”.
Depending on the size of the organization
or team, we advise a team of 10-20
frontrunners.
This building block consists of the two
following parts:

For organisations and teams
ca. 8 weeks: 2,5 h/w/p
Time investment including workshops

1

2

3

KICK-OFF WEBINAR
Getting to know the participants, match
buddies and introduce learning methods
1h – online
SDG SESSION
Choose your company’s Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs)
4h – hybrid/online/offline
KICK-OUT SESSION
Concretise sustainability initiatives and learn
how to increase your impact
4h – hybrid/online/offline

SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY

CREATION

SUSTAINABILITY
STRATEGY CREATION
A

team

of

sustainability

leaders

(management and employees) define the

DEFINE GOALS

IMPACT MAPPING

BACK CASTING

shared sustainability strategy of the
company or team linked to the existing
goals of the organisation.

Which goals fit the chosen
Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) and the DNA of
the organisation/team?

When overall goals are set, it
is time to sharpen them using
impact mapping

For organisations & teams
ca. 6h

For organisations & teams
ca. 6h

When you know what goals you
want to reach, we define the
concrete steps to get there

During online, hybrid or offline workshops
the team will do the work where the
experts are facilitating the process.
In workshops: build, concretise and plan
the sustainability strategy roll-out through
innovative methods.
This building block consists of the
following three parts:

For organisations & teams
ca. 6h

SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY

IMPLEMENTATION

Project management of
strategy deployment

SUSTAINABILITY
STRATEGY
IMPLEMENTATION
Working

in

collaboration

When the sustainability strategy is defined, it is important to put it
into practice & realise lasting change!

with
You can organise implementation as a team or organisation

sustainability ambassadors of the company

internally, but we have experienced that external guidance can

to roll-out the sustainability strategy in the
organisation

by

sustainability

accelerate the implementation process. Steps: set up the right

expert

team, collaborate on a regular basis, track the progress, evaluate

Jacklien Quirijnen, Oaq.

actions and improved when needed (e.g. pivoting the strategy or
Goal: Implementing

the sustainability

increasing internal awareness and involvement).

strategy in the organisation, make impact,
measure progress, evaluate and constantly
improve.
This

building

Jacklien helps organisations to organises this strategically and

Plan

operationally and she pushes the team to go that extra mile
block

consists

of

the

Act

Do

following:
Check

Project management of strategy deployment
weekly/monthly/on request
For organisations, teams and networks

VIDEO SHOWING
HOW WE WORK
Curious how we work? Watch our video
and

learn

how

other

professionals

experienced it!
Click on the image to open the short video
in your browser.

www.sow-sustainability.com

SOW is an initiative of:
Mirjam van Laarhoven – SeDGe
+31 6 1500 8422
mirjam@sedge.nl

Jacklien Quirijnen – Oaq
+31 6 1894 6776
jacklien@oaq-sustainability.com

